SUBJECT: ECONOMICS

CLASS: XII B
UNIT 1

1) Differences between micro economics and macro economics.
2) State whether cotton textile industry is an example of micro economics or
macro economics? Give reasons?
3) Maruti Udyog Ltd. is an example of macro economics? State whether true or
false? Give reasons?
4) Name branch of economics theory that deals with problem of allocation of
resources?
5) Labour intensive technique is :
(A)Capital surplus economy
(C) Developed economy

(B) Labour surplus economy
(D)Developing economy

6) Determination of level of income and employment is subject matter of micro
economics?
State true or false?
7) Differentiate between positive economics and normative economics?
8) A country’s resources are fully and efficiently employed still the problem of
scarcity exists. What advice will be given to raise efficiency level of human
resources to fight scarcity?
9) Economics slowdown in some parts of world has affected the demand for
Indian exports. What will be effect of Indian exports on PPC?
10) A lot of people died and many factories were destroyed because of
earthquake. How will it effect the PPC of country?
11) State whether following are true or false. Give reasons:
a) An economy always produces on PPC but inside the PPC
b) Massive unemployment shift the PPC towards left side
c) A job guarantee scheme will lead right ward shift of PPC

12) What is likely to be impact of ‘Make in India’ appeal to foreign investors by
PM of India or production possibility frontier of India? Explain?
13) What is likely to be impact of efforts towards reducing unemployment on
production potential of economy? Explain?
14) Following is a production possibility table for automobiles and riffles
COMBINATIONS AUTOMOBILES RIFFLES
A

1

10

B

2

9

C

3

7

D

4

4

E

5

0

a) Show these production possibilities through PPC? What does these
points indicate?
b) Label point ‘G’ inside curve, what does this indicate?
c) Label point ‘H’ outside curve, what does this indicate?
GEOGRAPHY HOLIDAY HOME WORK
Chapter -I ) Primary Activities
A. Show the distribution of primary activities on the outline map of the world.
B. Write the main features of the following
1.Mixed farming
2Plantation farming
3.Extensive grain farming
4.Primitive intensive farming and primitive subsistence farming.
5.Commercial livestock rearing
6.Horticulture /Viticulture/Track farming
7.Co-operating farming
8.Mining – meaning and types
Chapter-II) Secondary activities
1.Give the meaning of secondary activities and explain its importance.

2.Explain the locational factors of industries
3.Write about classification of industries .
4.Explain the characteristics of large scale industries.
Physics:
 Chapter 1: Electric Charges and Electric Field- Complete the NCERT TEXT
BOOK exercise in the long note book.
 Chapter 2 Electric potential Capacitance- Complete the NCERT TEXT BOOK
exercise in the long note book.
Maths:
 Chapter 4 and 3 all worked out questions examples and 5 year board
questions of these 2 chapters

Chemistry
1. Read Unit1 and Unit 2 (up to Raoult,s Law) though roughly . Write all the
concepts/definitions in the note book.
2. Solve all the Questions /numerical problems given in the attachment in the
notebook.
3. Monthly test for the months of April and June will be conducted on 24.06.2017
from the questions and numerical problems given in the attachment. It will be for
70 Marks and for 3 hrs.
Every minute is precious. Don’t waste anymore time.
Plan your work and Work as per the plan.
Wishing you all a Happy Vacation.
Y.Surender
PGT (Chemistry)

